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Flexible learning in *Real World* courses

Challenge…. make my *undergrad* courses more *Real World and Adaptive!!*

- LTI consumer & LTI provider in a single course
  - LMS (e.g. Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle etc), Plagiarism tool (turnitin, unicheck etc) interactive book/content/assessment tool (zyBooks, Web-CAT...)
  - Specialist Real World Course, stats, computer science
  - MS Excel Adaptive Learning assignments (Stats & ComSci) / Web-CAT coding assessment (ComSci)
  - Dynamic questions
  - Auto grading of Excel answers and Code based answers
    - Includes commentary on answers

- LTI powers assessment grading/similarity/plagiarism reports/scores

- LTI powers grade reporting pass back to the LMS
Realizeit

- Adaptive Learning
  - 1 Million Adaptive learners annually
  - LTI Consumer & Provider
  - Europe, Asia, Australia and North America

- Higher education since 2012
- Corporate learning since 2018

Offices: Dublin, Ireland & Palatine IL, USA

visit: www.realizeitlearning.com